
Production Cuts Expected to Continue in 2023, with No Clear End in Sight
Production shutdowns and delays continue to persist among the industry, as
automakers and suppliers have been enduring harsh operational conditions for over
two consecutive years. 

Chip shortage forces temporary closure of Volvo Cars factory - GP
"There will be a temporary break in production," Merhawit Habte, press spokesperson
at Volvo Cars told GP, adding the factory will be closed for one week. "It is the ongoing
problem with semiconductor shortages."

Sony to increase cost of PlayStation 5 to overcome chip shortage
Sony is raising the cost of its most advanced games console, the PlayStation 5, in
Europe and Japan as it attempts to deal with rising costs and supply chain
disruptions.

LATEST - INDUSTRY NEWS 

lead vs lead free soldering in

electronics production

Lead solder is, or rather was, the most widely used material in the production of
PCBA due to its low cost, low melting point and ease of use.

 
Lead solder has many advantages in the production of electronics. However, the
change is inevitable and all sectors that use solder in large quantities are likely to

switch to lead free soldering soon. If they have not already done so.
 

Moreover, the governments of various countries enforce the use of environmentally
friendly materials, which paradoxically leads to a shortage of lead solders used by

hobbyists.
 

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/03/08/with-record-breaking-prices-heres-how-much-gas-might-cost-this-year.html
https://news.sky.com/story/covid-19-chinese-city-of-shenzhen-goes-into-lockdown-after-surge-in-hong-kong-coronavirus-cases-12565314
https://www.forbes.com/sites/lbsbusinessstrategyreview/2022/03/24/global-supply-chains-face-disruption-following-russias-invasion-of-ukraine/?sh=35cf36372ce0
https://www.notebookcheck.net/A-global-laptop-shortage-looks-highly-likely-after-new-COVID-prevention-measures-in-China-target-a-major-notebook-manufacturing-hub.612010.0.html
https://www.autonews.com/manufacturing/ukraine-war-chip-shortage-expected-trim-global-production-more-5-million-vehicles
https://www.theregister.com/2022/04/19/chinese_shanghai_slowdown/
https://www.fleetpoint.org/logistics/supply-chain/why-the-global-supply-chain-mess-is-getting-so-much-worse/
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/newsroom/news/financial-news-aug-2022.html#gs.a672vq
https://www.theregister.com/2022/08/19/uk_chip_company_sale_china/?utm_medium=share&utm_content=article&utm_source=linkedin
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/aug/22/china-drought-causes-yangtze-river-to-dry-up-sparking-shortage-of-hydropower
https://elitees.com/importance-industry-4-0-ems-company/
https://www.howtogeek.com/838032/samsung-has-a-plan-to-end-the-chip-shortage/
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UK inflation hits 40-year high as recession approaches, causing further price surges across the
entire portfolio. The bank of England has recently raised it's base rate to 2.25% and another
rise of 0.75% is now being forecast.

Although component sales trends continued to slide in September, lead times are
decreasing for most component categories. We are currently facing lead times of up to 52
weeks.

Suppliers are still advising customers to place any future orders as soon as possible to avoid
further delays and secure materials.


